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Updated 2nd Edition: Al Gore's new movie An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power is reviewed for

its accuracy in climate science and energy policy. As was the case with Gore's first movie (An

Inconvenient Truth), the movie is bursting with bad science, bad policy and some outright

falsehoods. The storm events Gore addresses occur naturally, and there is little or no evidence they

are being made worse from human activities: sea level is rising at the same rate it was before

humans started burning fossil fuels; in Miami Beach the natural rise is magnified because buildings

and streets were constructed on reclaimed swampland that has been sinking; the 9/11 memorial

was not flooded by sea level rise from melting ice sheets, but a storm surge at high tide, which

would have happened anyway and was not predicted by Gore in his first movie, as he claims; the

Greenland ice sheet undergoes melt every summer, which was large in 2012 but then unusually

weak in 2017; glaciers advance and retreat naturally, as evidenced by 1,000 to 2,000 year old tree

stumps being uncovered in Alaska; rain gauge measurements reveal the conflict in Syria was not

caused by reduced rainfall hurting farming there, and in fact the Middle East is greening from

increasing CO2 in the atmosphere; agricultural yields in China have been rising, not falling as

claimed by Gore. The renewable energy sources touted by Gore (wind and solar), while a laudable

goal for our future, are currently very expensive: their federal subsidies per kilowatt-hour of energy

produced are huge compared to coal, natural gas, and nuclear power. These costs are hidden from

the public in increased federal and state tax rates. Gore is correct that "it is right to save humanity",

but what we might need saving from the most are bad decisions that reduce prosperity and hurt the

poor.
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The author of this Kindle book is Dr. Roy Spencer, who is largely responsible for developing and

interpreting the NASA satellite measurements of global temperature. Perfect background for looking

at Al Gore's claims in his recent movie (An Inconvenient Sequel) and book (Truth to Power) on

climate change.The book (An Inconvenient Deception) is a careful account of the major topics

discussed in the movie and book. There is also a useful background discussion of Mr. Gore's earlier

movie (An Inconvenient Truth), although much more could have been said about it. (For example,

Dr. Spencer does not mention the UK court case resulting in a requirement that all viewers be

provided access to the court decision identifying nine major errors in the movie.)Dr. Spencer

provides a very readable description of each of the major claims in the movie, coupled with the

scientific observations in each case. For example, Mr. Gore claims that temperatures have caused

an unprecedented melting of glaciers worldwide, yet Spencer shows a photograph of 1000-year-old

tree trunks exposed by receding glaciers proving that the glaciers had previously melted back at

least that far. Although in many cases, Mr. Gore does not actually lie, he does skirt the full truth by

implying that all the disasters he focuses on have been caused by man. Spencer is particularly good

in showing that man can contribute on the order of 1% of the actual energy available to Nature,

which makes attribution of any particular disaster to man a very iffy thing.In at least two cases,

however, Mr. Gore does make clearly untruthful claims. He attributes the present Syrian civil war to

a prolonged drought, whereas Spencer provides precipitation records showing that drought

occurred in only one of the 5 years between 2006 and 2010, and that the entire Mid-East benefited

from the increased greening made possible by increasing CO2. Spencer states that the fall in food

production was more directly caused by the Assad regime tripling the price of diesel fuel and making

it impossible for farmers to harvest their crops.The second untruthful claim by Gore is that China's

corn and wheat yields decreased by 5% in the last few decades (He also predicts an enormous 1/3

drop in US yields from heat stress alone). Yet Spencer presents evidence showing steady increases

in both Chinese and US corn and wheat yields for the last 70 years.Spencer's approach is quite

low-key, just a patient marshaling of scientific evidence. I read the book in about half an hour and



recommend it highly.

Award winning Climate scientist Dr. Roy Spencer has written a point by point rebuttal of the latest

volume of agendda driven propaganda masquerading as "science", generated by St. Algore the

Large of the Church of Globull Warming. Dr. Spencer dismembers Gore's pack of half truths, lies

and bogus assertions like a surgeon removing a tumor.Unlike NON SCIENTIST Algore the Wealthy,

Dr. Spencer is a TRAINED SCIENTIST, not a hypocritical opportunist hack who consumes more

energy than 34 American families, and has made MILLIONS selling the Globull Warming hoax to

gullible sheep. In clear, concise language, Dr. Spencer provides examples of REAL SCIENCE and

DATA to counter Algore the Wealthy's bloviating that humans are polluting the atmosphere with the

trace gas CO2.Manmade Climate Change = Climastrolgy

A well documented book regarding Al Gore's claims that we are killing the planet by causing too

much CO2. We are not the cause of failure but the earth is a finely tuned eco system that will

support us for years to come and don't need to spend three times as much for renewable energy.

This book clearly shows how Mr. Gore is using his books and movies to spread false information.

Whether he is lying, or is just colossally ignorant about his subject, doesn't really matter -- he has

been wrong repeatedly.

This is an outstanding book that finally sets the record straight on all the misinformation about

Climate Change. It is a must read for anyone and everyone interested in our environment.

This exposes a lot of the lies and group think around the whole climate change discussion and the

hypocrisy of Al Gore. It's about time we heard this side of the story!

A quickie job and a take down of the new movie. But, the new Al Gore pic is so pathetic, everybody

more or less sees through it.

Helpful as usual for Dr. SPENSER.Every good boy does fine. The quick brown fox jumped over the

lazy dog
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